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1. Introduction. _C collaboration experiments 1 discovered a signifi-
cant deviation of the ratio of structure functions of iron and deuteron

from unity (see Fig. I )"

This resul_ was later verified by a
_c_ SLAC group These results have estah-
,_ . _......._. lished the _act that the quark p_rton
,._ | distribution in nuclei a_e different

_\,_ from the corresponding distribution in
the nucleous. In the present paper we

• lI_+_''_°_o, examineeffectwhetherthecaloulationtheseresultsofhave ar_7_._ .__.q_ . on photo nu-
cleous enersy loss term for muon.nucl-

°" _uslFig.1:RafiOofth, slmtlure funcl;onsofl,on eus ear interaction* All the preY-
and deuteron Oa,o from the E_C'. iousJ-" calculations were based on the

_ta of ep scattering in which the de-
viation discussed above was neglected,

Though the _IC and SI£C data were res-

tricted to rather large q2 region it

Is expected that the devl_tlon wo_id
persist even in the low q_ doau_Inu_

The model used _y us is a modified version of_ scaling model of Geor-
gl and PolitzerT. For _he ratio of iron and deu-teronstruotu_e fungtlon

we took a rather naive least squaze fit of the form R(x) = a + bx_ and
assume the formula to be valid for the whole q2 region in the absence

of a_7 knowledge of R(x) fez small q2.

2. _ scalir_, model,,and Kinematics • If a massless quark carries a
fraction _ of the p_oton momentam_and is kicked onto its mass shell
by the collision, then

2z
fro= ,,-_i,_weget = '" 2 '2" '..:-,, (_)

• 1 + (1 * 4X m_ /q_'/"
. where x is the usual BJorken scaling variable defined by x = q2/2_2

being the energy transfer* Taking into account of scale _reaking ph-
enomena, nucleon structure function hqs been constructed a_ter the

soalin_ model of Georgi and Politse_AlU_or l_ge q2 in the following
• way

"_W 2 = . .

+ .4apz /q )
For low q2 ( _ .1 (Gev/c)2) the structure foraation can be approximat-

ed by-/ "2 "- (=z2+ b_/"/) (4)
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and we take

.2/%= (5)
A good flt11_¢ the structure function for low and tLtgh 02 va_ne= As ob-

tained with a = "655, _ = "3s The x dependance .of the ratio R(x)
Fe D

W2 / _w 2 is taken to be

R(x)_ 1,2- "5= (6)
the.energy loss t_rm bN is glven by

,_ N%==  2o..=+ (  .dV ,=.'d-v (+)
_tn

where q2+ E, _/ a_e respectively the 4 dimensional aoaentu= transfer sq-
azed, the =uon energy and the energy transfer E - E'" N is the Avogadro
nu=ber, a the atomic a_ss n abet and n is _he power index describing
the A dependaaoe of the cross section and m is the proton mass" The
1A=Ats of integrations are given b_ P

_,2 max kl. p

n2 y

i., =_ be_ the plo=1 and =_on =a=s respeotlve3_. The oouoze _zzere_-
t_al "Cross 8eotion for inelaatio muem _oleus soattoring is given by
I_ell and Waleok_12

d20 .. = , 2 ROI;2,

In principle _ can be evaluated from (?)"and (IO) but the calculation
is cumbersome and le_gth_. However if we neglect tez_s of order 1/E

. then _ can be expressed An a closed foDa"
_22

A k_

whez_ A for &tmosphere Is 14"75 and _¢f/_ _ °8._he suffix 1 An _ ne-
arts that b= has been calculated withc_ t_ into account of _C ef-

fect' If _ take into consideration Of _ effect and oa_louZate
(call it b2 ) then to the leadin_ order

_1°2
III _I

_" _esults and _i,eo_=sA_n8. _Lg'2 shows the energy dependance of bN
found from the pre_ent c_L_tion' Thetis the _C d&ta is maAn_

confined in the region of q2 > 1 Gev/o we &seemed the result to be va-
lid in the whole q2 region_ The _esult b 2 would be modified-in

future when further data for heavy nucleus like &l _uld be availab-

le in q2 _ 1 (Gev/o) region,
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If it is ifoundthat R(x) does not differ from that in the low q2 regi-on then b _ will represent the saxonenez_ loss ,which is still higher
N

than that estimated by l_u et al.

Conclusion Assuming _14Cresults for R(x) to be valid in the low q2

region, b_ value calculatedusing the struotqArefunction for deep An-
elastio ,_on scattering off a nucleon bound in a nucleus found to be
higher than that obta4ned using the struc_e function for deep inel.
astic muon scattering off a free nucleon" Also both b I and b2 rise
with energy" N N
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Fig,2'. The energy loss parometer bN plotzd us o

function of muon energy E- present
col(,ulot;on for F_ (x)-o*o-o-Present cal¢ulot_on

for FFe(x) and "others token from Ihe reteP4g)l;¢.,i

(3-7).
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